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A Cross-Channel Communication and 
Collaboration Solution

Sending time-critical messages to targeted business functions 
during and after an emergency situation is vital. The beauty 
of these real-time messages is that it allows delivery of up-
to- the-minute news and alerts directly to users. This enables 
organization to keep employees / customers up-to-date for 
any events including and not limited to crisis management, 
company events updates and meetings schedules.

 beConnectTM SMS  
NCS beConnectTM SMS is a SMS gateway application 
hosted and managed by NCS which eliminates organisation’s 
concerns including system availability, in-house support, 
managing routing information to different Telco’s and capex 
investment.

 NCS beConnectTM E-Mail for applications  
NCS beConnectTM E-Mail for applications allows you to 
rapidly and efficiently send messages while unburdening 
business-critical email infrastructures and making applications 
independent from internal maintenance windows.

 NCS beConnectTM Fax 
NCS beConnectTM Fax service allows you to fax reliably and 
securely at all times. Without needing to run your own fax 
servers or any additional hardware and software.

 beConnectTM LIVE 
NCS beConnectTM LIVE is an interactive platform commonly 
used during corporate events, training, meeting and seminar 
where the event host is required to engage and harvest data 
collected from Q&A , polling sessions.

 beConnectTM BSM 
NCS beConnectTM BSM (Business Service Management) is 
a cross-channel communication solution for organizations to 
reach and interact with customers and employees instantly. 

Challenges
 Lacks simple and easy-to-use cross-channel 

communication tool like the call-tree setup for SMS, email, 
mobile push notification and interactive voice response

 Inability to facilitate real-time collaboration of response 
from all communication channels

Solution 
 
A cross-channel communication and collaboration solution 
that includes:

 beConnectTM SMS - A SMS gateway application hosted 
and managed by NCS

 NCS beConnectTM E-Mail for applications - Allows you 
to process and send out your messages reliably and in a 
highly performant way

 NCS beConnectTM FAX - Connect your business 
applications directly to our fax service

 beConnectTM LIVE an interactive platform for live Q&A and 
polling

 beConnectTM BSM (Business Service Management) is a 
cross-channel communication solution for organizations to 
reach and interact with customers and employees instantly

Benefits
 Real-time monitoring of communication status

 Simple and easy to use - exchange of information in simple 
text, photographs, contacts and location in a fast and 
secure manner

 Scalable & high availability

NCS has developed beConnect™ suite that enhances the 
user experience and outreach. The suite consists of backend 
applications and mobile app for effective and secure two way 
communications. The suite includes:   
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beConnectTM SMS 
NCS beConnectTM SMS is the SMS gateway application hosted and managed by NCS, which removes the hassle of 
organization worrying about (not limiting to) system availability, in-house support, managing routing information to different 
Telco’s and capex investment. NCS deploy a pay as you use model in which the services is charged based on the SMS 
traffic generated.  

Features
   One-Way SMS

   Two-Way SMS

   Priority SMS

   E-mail to SMS

   Supports both unicode

   Direct link to Local Telco (Singtel, M1 and Starhub)

   Failover capabilities between the two DCs hosted in NCS 
Singapore

   Priority SMS tag (high, medium, low) defined by customer 
to enhance delivery by separating mission critical, normal 
and marketing SMS

   API which allows customer to build a custom integration 
to the notification service via different methods such as  

  Web Services (XML over HTTPS)

  Secure file transfer protocol (CSV file)

  SMTP connector (via email interface)

Benefits
   Multiple routes selection / options for SMS delivery  to 

ensure delivery and cost effectiveness

   NCS selects only SMS partners for overseas SMS that 
have either direct connectivity to in-country Telco or 
operate their own SMSC so as to ensure minimal hops for 
SMS delivery overseas

   Automatic route selection failover / retry system to ensure 
that the message is delivered



NCS beConnectTM E-Mail for applications 
NCS beConnectTM E-Mail for applications makes it possible for you to rapidly and efficiently send high-volume email 
transmission directly from your business applications. You provide relief to business- critical email infrastructure, give your 
applications freedom from internal maintenance windows and simultaneously benefits from intelligent delivery reporting.  

Features
   Email transmission directly from business applications such 

as SAP, and many more

Benefits
   Standardised, high performance interfaces 

(SMTP,SFTP,SOAP, REST)

NCS beConnectTM Fax 
NCS beConnectTM Fax is the ideal solution for customer who wish to connect host-based or web applications form which a 
large number of faxes are to be sent. You can send business – critical documents such as orders, shipping notes, or order 
confirmations can be initiated and sent more rapidly.

Features
  Fax transmission directly from SAP and other business 

applications 

  Universal, flexible XML interface

  Support of PDF, PCL, Postscript, TIFF and Microsoft 
formats

Benefits
   Active carrier management, redundant connections via 

multiple carriers

beConnectTM LIVE 
NCS beConnectTM LIVE is an interactive platform commonly used during corporate events, training, meeting and seminar 
where the event host is required to engage and harvest data collected from Q&A , polling sessions. With beConnectTM LIVE, 
it allows the host to poll the participant and have the response presented in a real time dashboard. 

Features
   Live Q&A for panel discussion

   Live polling to solicit feedback 

Benefits
   Work and access the system virtually anywhere  

via internet

   Increased collaboration

   Ease of use

   Zero installation of software

   No performance bottlenecks in the delivery of batch runs 
or large volumes

   No over or under capacities, always scalable according to 
demand

   Unicode – ready

   Virtually unlimited transmission capacity



beConnectTM BSM
NCS beConnectTM BSM (Business Service Management) is a cross-channel communication solution for organizations to 
reach and interact with customers and employees instantly. It is a consolidation of business critical processes onto one, 
hosted and managed platform. The solution enable users to:

   Send time-critical messages to employees and customers 
through various channels (SMS, email, mobile push 
notification, interactive voice response (Text to 
Speech), voice mail, fax, conference bridge and more) 
and allowing recipients to respond to the messages in a 
secure fashion

   Instantly communicate with any registered users through:

         One-to-one messaging  
     Open group and closed group messaging

   Access the most up-to-date communication plans 
anytime, anywhere using their preferred mobile device

   Monitor notification status for different scenarios using 
mobile or web-based dashboard

Features
   Contact profile and contact group management that 

support bulk import of contacts and next of kin information; 
keeping high volume of contacts information up to date

   Built-in call-tree capability which allows organization to 
reach their Contacts in an efficient and orderly manner

   Multi-channel notifications which enable users to reach 
targeted business functions real-time via SMS, email, 
mobile push notification, interactive voice response (text to 
Speech) and voicemail

   Web-based system which enables users to customize 
communication plan based on the scenario and to initiate 
critical notifications to targeted business functions 

   Allow access to most up-to-date business continuity 
information and documents on the move using preferred 
mobile device

   Broadcast message to provide constant updates on 
the incident or potential disaster; or to send life-saving 
instructions to targeted groups of people

   Dashboard which displays real-time updates for 
scenario monitoring during an emergency or planned 
business continuity exercise. Response data collected 
will be transformed into meaningful real-time data on the 
dashboard
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    In addition to one-to-one messaging, we offer two types of 
messaging groups and they are:

 Closed group (room) is private group which is pre-defined 
and maintained by users with administrative rights

 Open group (group) allows any registered users to create 
and invite others to join their group

Benefits
 Easy and fast call-tree setup for various channel 

communication

 Enable collaborations and communications between 
various parties

 Supports various activities such as crisis planning, incident 
testing and more

1 on 1 Room Group

 Seamless integration to NCS beConnectTM  Share 
An enterprise messaging solution which allows employees 
to be able to quickly and securely collaborate with anyone 
within the organisation.  
 
It is a simple and easy to use communication app that 
allows users to exchange information in a form of simple 
text, photograph, contact and location in a fast and 
secure manner.


